Program of the 7th Biannual Conference of the Association for Comparative Semitic Linguistics

Friday, June 20 (Main Building, second floor, Professorskaya room)

Morning session I (Chairperson: Sergey Loesov)

9.00-9.15 Opening words

9.45-10.15 Victor Porkhomovsky (Moscow). Modern South Arabian Languages in Semitic Comparative Studies
10.15-10.45 Tania Notarius (Jerusalem). The 2nd Person Volitives in Ancient North-West Semitic Languages

10.45-12.15 Coffee break

Morning session II (Chairperson: Olga Kapeliuk)

12.15-12.45 Alexander Militarev (Moscow). The Recent Results in Semitic Genetic Classification and Chronology of Branching according to the 28 Languages Updated and Etymologized 100-word List
12.45-13.15 Peter Stein (Jena). The Cohortative in Biblical Hebrew – Subjunctive or Energetic? A New Approach from the Sabaic Perspective

13.45-15.15 Lunch break

Afternoon session I (Chairperson: Victor Porkhomovsky)

15.15-15.45 Bert Kouwenberg (Leiden). Hetzron’s Classification of Semitic in the Light of Typological Evidence
15.45-16.15 Olga Stolbova (Moscow). Ethiosemitic-Chadic Lexical Parallels
16.15-16.45 Vit Bubenik (St. John’s, Newfoundland). On the Role of Auxiliation in the Implementation of Temporal and Aspeclual Contrasts in the History of Semitic Languages

16.45-17.15 Coffee break

Afternoon session II (Chairperson: Peter Stein)

17.15-17.45 Jan Retsö (Gothenburg). The Development of the Semitic Verbal System: an Attempt at a Survey
17.45-18.15 Sergey Loesov (Moscow). The Structural Isoglosses Separating Proto-Turoyo from Classical Syriac

19.00 Reception held by the Russian State University of the Humanities
Saturday, June 21 (Main Building, sixth floor, the Academic Council Hall)

Morning session I (Chairperson: Manfred Krebernik)

9.30-10.00 Leonid Kogan (Moscow). *Morpholexical Features of Proto-MSA*
10.00-10.30 Olga Kapeliuk (Jerusalem). *Neo-Semitic: New Verb Forms, New Usage*

10.30-11.00 Coffee break

Morning session II (Chairperson: Geoffrey Khan)

11.00-11.30 Maria Bulakh (Moscow). *The Root ẖmr in Ancient Hebrew and in Proto-Semitic*
11.30-12.00 José Delgado (Granada). *The Seven Similar Categories in Hebrew and Arabic As Stated by Ibn Barun*

12.00-13.00 Business meeting of the Association (Chairperson: Gregorio del Olmo)

13.00-15.00 Lunch break

Afternoon session I (Chairperson: Jan Retsō)

15.00-15.30 Gregorio del Olmo Lete (Barcelona). *The Use of the Infinitive in Sequential Constructions*
15.30-16.00 Anna Belova (Moscow). *Le paradigme du verbe personnel dans l'arabe classique et dans les dialectes modernes*

16.00-16.30 Coffee break

Afternoon session II (Chairperson: Leonid Kogan)

16.30-17.00 Eulàlia Vernet (Barcelona). *Verbal Stativity in Proto-Semitic*
17.00-17.30 Manfred Krebernik (Jena). *Etymological and Historical Problems Connected with Akkadian tamkāru*